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Brooke Testoni How are you confident in your financial future? If you're unsure, or perhaps a little concerned, you're not alone. Research shows that while 60 percent of women worry that they won't have enough money to last through retirement, only one in three Americans have a detailed budget. We all seem nervous
about the future, but we don't control our spending habits. If that sounds familiar, it's time to fess and get your finances back on track. To help us, we asked a leading financial expert to create a simple, jargon-free, step-by-step guide to point us in the right direction. Start with a budget savings sheet at the bottom of the
article, and fill in the gaps as you follow along with these five steps. Consider it a money card - your new financial future starts here. The first step is simple: Find the last salary to calculate your monthly after-tax income. This is the amount deposited into your bank account every month after deductions as 401 (k)
contributions. If you are self-employed or paid on commission, take a look at the last four to six months to create a realistic monthly estimate. Next, list all expenses that are non-negotiable. Fixed costs are those recurring expenses that you have to pay each month because they are vital to your well-being or commitments
that you've already made, says Laura Adams, a financial expert and author of Smart Moves to Grow Rich. Think about renting, utilities and paying for a car. Also, be sure to include contributions to the emergency and pension fund in this section, they should be treated as basic expenses. Adams recommends labeling
each fixed expense on a separate row. Now, don't forget about expenses that don't you billed regularly. Some fixed costs you don't actually pay in equal amounts each month, so come up with an average monthly, she says. For example, if you only pay insurance twice a year, calculate the annual amount you pay and
then divide it into 12. Or, if your utility bills fluctuate a lot, research the total amount you paid for the full 12-month period, and split by 12. Adams also recommends talking to your utility company to find out if it offers a budget billing option to pay an equal amount each month. If you live in an area with scorching summers
and cold winters, this is a smart way to explain the various utility costs. Now it's time to outline your extra expenses-think clothes shopping, gym membership, hair appointment, or money spent on going out. Variable costs are those that can vary each month or are discretionary, Adams says. Try to come up with
everything as you spend money. Go to the cinema or to the local black hole cafe for your Don't forget to create separate categories just for them. The key to accurately predicting variable costs is to call past expense reports. If you haven't tracked, download a budget app, such as Mint or Level Money. Once you link your
bank accounts, both app apps classify your past expenses so that you have months of spending data at your fingertips. Next, analyze your habits and try to create a spending guide. Identify the areas that are the biggest financial leaks, and question whether you can cut those costs in your budget. When you deduct your
monthly fixed and variable expenses from your monthly after-tax income, what you have left is discretionary income, says Adams. From the point of view of non-specifics, discretionary income - monthly income - expenses (both fixed and variable). This is your remaining money that ideally should be put to long-term goals
like saving on property or putting extra money into retirement. The obvious goal is to grow your discretionary income and make savings a priority over spending, she says. Decide how much you would like to save each month and then decide where to cut. You have a lot of needs and wants that all compete for your
limited resources. You have to decide the best way to balance your running costs and savings needs so you never spend more than you do. Adams recommends two ways to approach it: either seek to reduce all variable costs by a manageable amount as 15%, or identify a few key areas of the budget that can be
drastically reduced. This last step is vital. Calculate what percentage of your income goes to each area of the budget. Then review the budget and carefully review how you allocate money. Ask yourself, is there a way you could better spend your salary? Are you satisfied with the amount you contribute to your savings? A
popular way to split your budget is the 50/20/30 rule. This suggests that 50 percent of your income should go to basic expenses (fixed expenses), 30 percent should be allocated to lifestyle choices (variable expenses), and the remaining 20 percent should go to financial priorities like paying off debt or growing your
savings account. Good news: You did! Now that you've classified your spending habits and set new goals, you should have a short budget to put in place. Don't lose momentum though; Now is the time to check your budget and see if you have set realistic limits. Use budgeting apps to keep track of your spending and
stay on top of your goals- we've collected a few of our favorites here. Pencil in 30 minutes at the end of each month to check your budget and compare it with your spending habits. Budgeting is a job, so be sure to set up categories and goals until you have a personalized manual. Now ask yourself this question again:
How confident am I about your financial future? After these five steps, you can you have very different answers. Ready to know how much you spend (and save)? Save the budget sheet below to use it as a simple template. In case you've ever really wondered/need to know if you're a True Millennial, now you have an
official answer. Goldman Sachs (via Business Insider) we all fall on the Cool Millennial scale for everyone else. Below the chart compares your age compared to consumer spending, which is boring (Gen Xers spend the most), but it also sets actual age limits for being Millennial, Gen Xer, or baby boomers. Are you



between the ages of 14 and 34? Never-see, you probably stopped reading this minutes ago. RELATED: 12 Things Everyone Gets Wrong About Millennials10 Surefire Signs You Millennial Follow Tess on Twitter. Photo: Getty Images; Goldman Sachs This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported to
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io opinions expressed by Entrepreneur savers are their own. New technologies are remaking the workplace just as Generation Millennials are overtaking the workforce of Generation X and
baby boomers before them. This transformation of the business world is changing the way we work and opening up the need for updated management strategies. Millennials - born from 1980 to 1999 - surpassed Generation X in 2015 to become the largest share of the U.S. workforce for the first time, according to an
analysis by the Pew Research Center data from the U.S. Census Bureau. In fact, one in three employees last year were millennials between the ages of 18 and 34.Millennials are the first generation to grow exclusively on computers and smartphones, so they enjoy a special relationship with technology. Some studies
suggest that this generation may even be rewiring their brains through extensive multitasking, such as texting while listening to music, and fulfilling their work duties, according to the Millennial Generation Research Review of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, typically combining their own interests and ambitions with a
desire to make the world a better place. Nearly half of millennials (44 percent) will leave their current employers in the next two years if they are given the choice, according to a 2016 Deloitte survey. Fully two-thirds of millennials will leave their current employers by 2020 if given the choice. Given such high capacity for
staff turnover, businesses have a strong incentive to provide an attractive work environment that attracts talented young employees to stay on staff and thrive. This does not mean that every company should allow pets in the office or put a ping pong table in the dining room. But that means managers need to actively
engage their employees to understand what policies and procedures don't work for Millennial thinking. What's new and special about Millennials? For millennials, the boundaries between personal and professional have been continually blurred. The days are over to separate their working lives from home life, or even
maintaining some basic work/life balance. In many ways, these changes are due to the ubiquity of mobile smartphones and digital communications. Millennials used to receive their personal messages in the workplace. Companies that hope to retain their best talent can no longer enforce bans on personal messages at
work. At the same time, millennials feel comfortable taking business messages on mobile devices at home or on the go. The boundaries between work and home are not so much porous as nonexistent anymore.Millennials are also easily frustrated with bosses who equate employee performance with the number of hours
spent at an office table. This dynamic forces many employees to request new metrics that better measure their effectiveness. It is also more difficult for managers to ensure that a strict working schedule of nine to five people is enforced. More and more employers are taking flexible schedules to accommodate workers
from home, or they give employees flexible time to participate in family activities and personal activities outside the office. Of course, it is important to give clear instructions on the goals of the project and the timing. But once these guidelines are developed, managers should give employees some leeway, such as
working at a local hipster coffee shop, if it makes them feel more productive. Of course, such benefits require that people consistently meet or exceed their productivity goals. Millennials are also dissatisfied with standard annual reviews. They prefer more frequent informal feedback from their supervisors, just as they
expect quick responses to their text messages. They also believe that their merit deserves to be rewarded with timely career progress. Managers can benefit by encouraging millennials to use their innate insights into technology at work, not just by troubleshooting computer problems for colleagues. Employees should be
able to test new applications or offer new ways to share information with cloud services. Leaders need to consider introducing new technologies that will enable businesses to become more efficient and competitive. Related: How to motivate millennials, by millennialsRethinking ways of motivating Millennials.To create a
strategic plan for people, it's important to understand both the personal and professional aspirations of millennials. Such a plan can be configured with metrics and benefits that recognize and compensate for generational differences. At the same time, it can be productive for a team of millennials with old Gen Xers and
baby boomers to cross-pollinate their different origins and abilities. The hiring process provides an excellent opportunity to highlight the attractive benefits by detailing the specific goals expected of each new employee. At the same time, interviews provide employers with an opportunity to eradicate specific problems of
young workers, such as the need to rationalize bureaucracy or re-evaluate review of merit. Related: 4 Strategies to connect with MillennialsSalesforce.com founder and CEO Marc Benioff famously created a 1-1-1 integrated philanthropy model that promises one percent of founders' shares for charitable charities one
percent of the time employees are for community volunteering, and one percent of the company's products and services are for non-profit donations. Many millennials have been brought to work Salesforce.com because of Benioff's visionary program.Companies should also consider adapting their reward strategies.
Some cash bonuses can be transferred to skill training opportunities, employee certification or other promotion programs. Rotating assignments or cross-trips to other offices can create exciting new tasks that enhance the experience of young workers. As more millennials join the workforce, companies that remain nimble
and responsive to the unique needs of this generation will retain the best talent. Leaders who can harness the power of millennial governance will unleash new waves of creativity and fresh ways of thinking that will drive business forward. Forward. broke millennial pdf download. broke millennial pdf free download. broke
millennial pdf free. erin lowry broke millennial pdf. broke millennial takes on investing pdf. broke millennial book pdf. broke millennial takes on investing pdf free. broke millennial takes on investing pdf free download
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